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Package Name: com.rovio.gold Version: 3.0.27463.4821 (4821) File size: 63.2 MB Updated: December 22, 2020 Minimum Android version: Android 4.4 (Kitkat, API 19) MD5: f4c6a34d0af28911a7f830fee008fb48 SHA1: 48581c5e1a9b73ba8cfd2d4982a8b0aa9784d 4f1 Break the barrier into Bird Legend: Player Level and Bird Mastery are upgraded to 100
Two new Caves to conquer: The most chronicles of all caves await the bravest birds on Piggy Island with burning swinemies and surprising ice Some bugs can't stand the heat of this summer's patch Releasing swarms of Angry Birds in a free turn-based RPG, and join a community of over 85 MILLION players worldwide! Angry Birds Epic sends you vast
adventures across the tropical beaches, frozen mountains and deep dungeons of Piggy Island in hundreds of challenging levels. Collect and craft a huge arsenal of weapons, and use powerful magic to defeat the fearsome boss pigs and their many minions. Destroy troublesome pigs in battle to win epic loot, craft more powerful weapons and boost your party.
For victory!---------------//---------------FEATURES:● FIGHT hordes of enemies in turn-based battles. Use your bird's powerful skills to lead your flock to victory!● PLAY as a heroic knight, mighty witch, or helpful druid, and assemble the perfect feast!● LEVEL-UP and master your bird to defeat mighty boss villains like King Pig, Prince Porky or Wiz Pig.● CRAFT
hundreds of weapons and magic potions! Upgrade your best equipment even further through strong charm. ● Take rare equipment, and use it to unleash devastating power effects in battle.● CHALLENGE real players from around the world in the arena. Progress from wood to diamond league and carve your place at the top of the leaderboard.● JOIN limited
time events to get upgrades and valuable rewards! Follow the flock on Facebook and Twitter to get news about upcoming events.---------------//---------------FOLLOW THE FLOCK //twitter.com/ABEpic---------------//---------------PLEASE NOTE: Log in to Game Center doesn't store your game data. To save your game progress in Angry Birds Epic, please sign up
for a Rovio account or log in to an existing one. Angry Birds Epic is free to play, optional in-app purchases are available. This game can include:- Direct links to social networking sites aimed at audiences over the age of 13.- Direct links to the internet that can take players away from the game with the potential to browse to any web page - Rovio product ads
and also products from selected partners This game may internet connectivity and subsequent data transfer fees may apply. Terms of Use: Right when you think Cave couldn't be more difficult: We proved you wrong and dug up a new one! Just for the bravest- est: New Chronicle Cave 26's swines can break your spines.. Or not! Are you ready for the ultimate
challenge? Arena repair: A group of handyman fixed the banner and emblem problem, along with other Arena problemsJak the full patch story: Birds Paralyzed count to 10, Angry Birds count to 100. In other words: the mighty level hat patch has landed!-Break the barrier to become a Bird Legend: Player Level and Bird Mastery are upgraded to 100-Two new
Caves to conquer: The most Chronicle of all Caves awaits the bravest birds on Piggy Island with burning swinemies and ice surprises-Some bugs can't stand this summer Patch Update now – it's going to be Epic! We're addressing a small problem. Update now – it's going to be Epic! Fixed an issue with android 4.x after updating the game. Bunny's time as
the greatest Easter hero is up, Superhero Birds is taking over! More than just an egg hunt: The Epic Easter campaign has a Class Upgrade prize in its Basket ofSuperheroes to save: unlock powerful new Class upgrades for Knights, Wizards, Bards, Pirates and Impostors! See the opportunity: your chances on the Item Set and Banner Section are displayed
right in the Golden PigWant full story patch? Love's in the water, let the piggies feel it!· Be a Valentine's Day lovebirds &amp;amp; win a limited Valentine's Class Upgrade for Cannoneer· Open Cosmic Class Upgrades for Samurai, Mage, Cleric, Capt'n &amp;amp; Rogues, available at upcoming events. New shortcut: Take the quick route to the &amp;amp;
Dojo Chronicle Caves· Big Community Ballot Balancing: nearly 30 adjustments for classes, fixtures &amp; banners from votelove details Facebook? · Win limited Seasonal Upgrades:Xmas Upgrades for Guardian, Wizard, Bard, Seadog &amp; Upgrades SpiesIce for Paladin, Lightning Bird, Druid, Capt'n &amp;amp; Marksmen· Merry Match: have a cheerful
arena time - win the season prize chest for fewer points· Lvl 90 players get their prize from the Daily Cinema nowUnwrap patch notes: requires Android 4.4 or higher. The hubbub of Halloween is behind us, this holiday season and bombtastic updates are ahead • Be the first to reach new levels of players &amp; Bird Mastery hat 90• Vet only: Level 80+ birds,
go exploring 2 new Chronicle Caves • Cave clash: pig power levels in Chronicle Cave have been adjusted • Rock solid: we update the game infrastructure to improve performance and stabilityHungry - Heat up the competition with a new arena prize system: collect points throughout the arena season to unlock big prizes- Become a Challenger: Stoneguard,
Illusionist, Witch, Frost Savage and and Hunters get a strong Challenger Upgrade – just for arena players!- Reverse arena: we're actually reworking Arena Camp to improve navigation &amp; overviewLot the evil bug that was removed, check out the full epicity: Fell through the woods and won a rare All-star Class Upgrade in this Twitter Mini-Campaign. Make
haste! You have to be fast as a sprinter to catch all these sporty stars. They are legends: 4 Heritage Upgrades is finally available from the showFreebie Ninja-stylie: The Blues made the community choose the Legacy Tricksters Upgrade – and it's free for all! It's classy: directly access all classes &amp;amp; Unlocked improvements in The Bird Manager
enhancedCheck the complete patch record: We addressed a minor issue. Update now – it's going to be Epic! Epic Sports Tournament is back: go for a premium class or upgrade in athletic mini-campaignclassy kudos: get a new trophy and frame as an arena season giftChoose your chest: the new design lets you instantly know what's in it for youTap once,
claim it all: receive the prize more easily with the 'claim all'Don't fear the World Boss' button, feel the optimized battle balancingAnd some bugs sent into space. Check out the patch notes: Epic Sports Tournament is back: go for a premium class or upgrade in athletic mini-campaign kudosClassy: get a new trophy and frame as an arena season giftChoose
your chest: the new design lets you instantly know what's in it for youTap once, claim it all: receive the prize easier with the 'claim all' button Don't fear the World Boss, feel the optimized battle balancingAnd some bugs sent into space Check the patch notes: 3 years of falsehood: celebrate with a special mini campaign event! Best of the show chest: win Elite
upgrades for Avenger, Wizard, Priestess, Capt'n &amp; SpiesSteeled birds wanted: the new Elite mode for World Boss battles with better rewardsA goes in the dark: Daily Dungeons (normal) show &amp; Invasion (easy, normal) makes the bug less difficult Dikasritis removed: there is no accidental impostor flag for legitimate playersDon't miss the full patch
notes: We Update now – it will be Epic! Mighty backend update: relau rollout of all technology frameworks to improve the game! Soldier's Wisdom: access the bird manager directly before each battle, analyze the strengths and traits of your enemies and get instructions on recommended bird classesTo heavenShopper: enter the epic item store from
anywhere in the game and use the new tab overview to and special eye candyBird: a new look optimized for the screen 16:9Check out the complete record: We addressed a small problem. Update now – it's going to be Epic! Here's the answer to the ultimate question of epic player life and everything: patch number 42.Winging in Winter infatuated with our
freezin fun mini campaignThat's the Bomb: win a NEW Elite Frost Savage ClassMake banner appearance: with 5 new powerful mythic emblemsWhat's the light in the Daily Calendar: get free gear from new items chestEpic eye candy: New loading screen that drops beakCheck out detailed notes: Enhanced Chronicle Caves:- Not sure your bird strong enough
to enter the cave Indicators new level has the answer! And now there's a maximum of five waves to clear each stage.- Woohoo, we're the new ttwo! Level 60+ birds, enjoy new challenges in two new Chronicle Caves. Increased level limit: level up your players as well as mastery you to the new max 70.Something cooks in a cauldron: we add a high level herb
recipe. Further fixes and bug fixes. New Elite Chest Reward System for events: Skipping Elite upgrades? Don't worry! Now you can win one of the Elite upgrades available for your class instead of the Elite upgrade locked for one bird! Arena matchmaking is now properly balanced – get ready for more challenging battles! Adjust the difficulty of the Chronicle
Cave.Fixed some minor visual disturbances (Missing banner emblems, incorrect leaderboard bonuses displayed)All known problems related to the new level of mastery have been fixed. HALLOWEEN EVENT- Unlock Elite WitchMASTERY Matilda:- Bird ratings converted to new hats (60)- Unlocked classes get a mastery boost based on the highest mastery
class:- New high-level recipes - Rebalanced craft costs and effectsARENA:- Three sets of new Banners - Increased prizes from machines golden pigBALANCING:- More XP for early world stage completion- Snoutlings at Daily Dun Arena and Events now scale to your level - Your bird's Power Level rebalances EPIC UPDATES:OFFICIAL FACEBOOK PAGE
- Follow us on facebook.com/angrybirdsepic to stay on top of the news, fun, and birdtastic competitions! NEW MINI CAMPAIGN - enjoy Bavarian funfair with pretzels &amp; rollercoaster and unlock the new Elite Illusionist! NEW ARENA LEADERBOARD SYSTEM - get ready for more challenging battles and full leaderboards! SYSTEM ARENA ANTI-
CHEATER - as in our Events, fraudsters will now also be tagged and reset the progress of their arena! BUG &amp;amp; EPIC UPDATE UPGRADE:OFFICIAL FACEBOOK PAGE – Follow us on facebook.com/angrybirdsepic to stay on top of news, fun, and birdtastic competitions! EPIC KRAKEN WORLD BOSS - beware of dangers from within, team up to
defeat the Kraken and win Red's Elite Guardian! GOAL ARENA REROLL – the problem of solving your daily goals? Reroll, what's going on? WORLD BOSS BUGS IMPROVEMENTS- Improved visualization of team members attacking world bosses - Optimized leaderboard synchronization. for team competitions- and more! EPIC UPDATE:- EPICGo
SPORTS TOURNAMENT for gold in our sporting events and opening Blue's Elite Tricksters!- EVENT ENHANCEMENT EVENT collections are easier to collect! The three-wave battle is now more challenging, but with additional event medals!- BUGFIXES &amp;amp; IMPROVEMENTSCheaters removed from Bird Arena matchup! The progress of the show
from the imposter will be reset! Mastery level rebalancing EPIC UPDATE:- NEW MINI CAMPAIGN - enter Forest to unlock Elite Stoneguard!- EVENTS &amp; LEADERBOARDS – we improved every aspect of our event system!- BUGFIXES - lots! Many!
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